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MULTIPACKS
THE BEST BAITS AND VALUE
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MK-CHRISTIE1
Christie Classics Kit

The YUM Christie Classics kit is exactly what its 
name suggests. It delivers Jason Christie’s most 
used YUM baits in a single box, putting his pro 

picks at every angler’s fingertips.

MK-DINGER
Do-All Dinger Kit

This 65-piece kit includes three colors of 5-inch 
Dingers and two colors apiece of 4-inch Dingers 
and Swim’N Dingers, plus a wacky tool for easy 

wacky rigging, War Eagle shaky heads, worm 
weights and 3/O EWG hooks.

BG-KIT1
Crappie Deluxe Kit

This premium collection combines the best products 
from three top crappie brands. A Thill Crappie Cork, 

Crappie Pro Mo‘Glo Jigheads in two sizes, four 
popular shapes of Bobby Garland Crappie Baits 
in top colors, plus Slab Tickler blades and Glass 

Crappie Rattles provide everything needed for a vast 
range of crappie fishing techniques and conditions. 

More than 150 total pieces.

BG-KIT2
Take Me Too Panfish Kit

Our Take Me Too Panfishing Kit makes it simple to take 
children fishing and help them find success. Kit, which 
comes preloaded in a stowable box, includes easy-to-

fish Bobby Garland Baby Shads and Hyper Grubs, small 
Crappie Pro Mo’Glo Jigheads, a Thill Bubb’L Gum 

Bobber and even a Lindy Nylon Stringer for bringing 
home the day’s catch! More than 100 pieces.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

MK-TOPWATER3
Topwater Kings Kit

Nothing tops the thrill of bass and other gamefish 
attacking lures on the surface. The Topwater Kings 
kit delivers everything needed for topwater fishing 

success in a broad range of situations, with a 
dozen iconic surface lures in a stowable box. Kit 
includes timeless designs and proven colors from 

Arbogast, Heddon and Rebel.

NEW

PK3BYA4
Elite Hard Baits 3-Pack
This kit includes three of 
BOOYAH’s best hard baits, 
each different in its role and 
all in top colors and sizes. 
The Elite 3-Pack includes a 
Rayburn Red ½-ounce Hard 
Knocker, Bone Shiner 2-inch 
Boss Pop and Perch XRS100 
square lip crankbait.

NEW
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MULTIPACKS

TFAMK1 TFAMK2 TFAMK3 TFAMK4

BGTKL01-24
Slab Ticklers 24-Pack
Bobby Garland Slab Ticklers 
provide an easy and unique 
way to add flash, action and 
color to any crappie jig. Slab 
Ticklers are hard-to-find-
otherwise tiny willow blades, 
size-0 and size-1, assembled 
in a 24-piece assortment 
consisting of three each of four 
blade colors: pink, chartreuse, 
nickel and gold plated.

TLCK1
Thill Long Cast Kit
This kit features Thill 
Wobble Bobbers, which are 
engineered for extra-long 
casts to provide a bank-
fishing advantage and to help 
you stay back from fish. Kit 
comes in a multi-compartment 
box and includes three sizes 
of Wobble Bobber, bobber 
stops to set your depth, and 
split shot and panfish hooks 
for the business end.

PK3X9236-2
X9236 Saltwater 3-Pack
The Super Spook Jr. is 
legendary for calling saltwater 
predators from afar and 
prompting vicious strikes. This 
3-pack features top colors 
for coastal use in a range 
of conditions. All feature 
saltwater-grade hooks and 
heavy-duty hardware.

TPWK1
Thill Pro Walleye Kit
We’ve combined everything 
needed to fish slip bobbers for 
walleyes in a handy stowable 
box. Pro-selected components 
begin with Thill Pro Series Slip 
Floats and Lindy Live Bait Jigs. 
Kit also includes bobber stops, 
beads and split shot.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
TFAMK
Thill Family Fishing Kits
Thill is making family fishing trips 
simpler than ever with four new kits 
that include everything but the bait 
for the business end of your line. 
Thill Family Fishing Kits include four 
premium balsa Thill floats, plus No. 
6 hooks and split shot. Kits come in 
pencil and oval shaped and spring 
and slip-float versions, with slip float 
versions also including bobber stops.
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YNEDKT
YUM Ned Kit
Here at YUM we have produced a kit specifically for the Ned rig to help you waste less time searching 
for baits and more time catching fish. Our kit comes equipped with two flat top jig heads and three soft 
plastic bait options. The bait options are scaled-down craw, minnow and Dinger. These three shapes are 
also built with an exclusive plastic that allows them to stand on the bottom and provides a unique matte 
finish. So, whether you're new to the Ned rig or a season pro, our kit is sure to get you extra bites.

AMBER GREEN FLAKE RS BROWN SOFT WATERMELON
RED FLAKE

PB&J BLACK/BLUE FLAKE GRAY PEARL/BLUE FLAKE

BROWN/ORANGE SOFT GREEN PUMPKIN PEARL

BROWN ORANGE FLAKE SOFT WATERMELON PEARL PEARL BLUE FLAKE

YNEDKT1
YUM Ned Kit 1

YNEDKT2
YUM Ned Kit 2

YNEDKT3
YUM Ned Kit 3

YNEDKT4
YUM Ned Kit 4
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MULTIPACKS

TPK01
Panfishing Float Kit
The Thill Panfish Float Kit 
has what you need to catch a 
basket full of panfish. The kit 
includes two Thill premium 
balsa floats designed to 
detect the most subtle bites. 
Split shots and panfish hooks 
matched to the floats saves 
time and makes rigging easier.

PK3X9236-1
Super Spook Jr. 3-Pack
The Super Spook Jr. 3 Pack 
combines a trio of anglers' 
favorite colors into one handy 
package. Bone, Baby Bass, 
and Foxy Shad are staples 
in tackle boxes for anglers 
targeting everything from 
largemouth bass to stripers to 
speckled trout.

TWKO1
Walleye Fishing Float Kit
The Thill Walleye Float Kit 
has everything you need for 
float fishing presentations. It 
includes a Thill Pro Series balsa 
float. A brass grommet in the 
stem helps your line slide easily 
through the float. Slip knots, 
split shot weights and Lindy 
Live Bait Jigs are perfectly 
matched for the float.

PK4G761-1
Hula Popper 2.0 4-Pack
This four-pack brings anglers 
the four original patterns 
introduced in the Hula Popper 
2.0 in one package. The 2.0 
has the same classic popping 
action as the original Hula 
Popper, but with unique 
additions like a feathered 
treble and crackled patterns.

PK3BYA2
Pad Crasher 3-Pack

Leopard Frog is the most natural and realistic pattern in 
the Pad Crasher family. Combine the pattern with the three 

different Pad Crashers to make a deadly pack of frogs.

PK3BYA3

Christie Selects Pad Crasher 3-Pack
Jason Christie's favorite colors in the three Pad 

Crasher combinations are more than enough to put 
fish in the boat. 
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PK3RB3
Pop-R Triple Threat
Three of the most productive sized 
Pop-R's in the best bass-catching 
color patterns means more topwater 
fun and excitement. 

PK3RB6
Bluegill 3-Pack
It’s a school of Rebel Bluegills! 
This 3-pack of Bluegills features 
super-natural paint jobs, snag-
resistant molded-in square lips 
and barbless hooks.

PK4RB1
Classic Critters
Anglers have everything they need for an exciting day on the 
water with these four popular lures –  RB1: A classic Pop-R for 
topwater, a Crickhopper for top and shallow, the legendary 
Teeny Wee-Crawfish and a Super Teeny Wee-R for cranking.
RB2: A Teeny Pop-R for topwater, a Crickhopper for top and 
shallow, the legendary Teeny Wee-Crawfish and a Super 
Teeny Wee-R for cranking.

PK4RB2

PK3MICRO2
Micro Critters 3-Pack
Whether fishing a special 
regulation area where barbless 
single hooks are required or 
just spending a day casting to 
trout, bass and other gamefish, 
Rebel Micro Critters catch fish 
where others fail. The single 
barbless hook penetrates easier 
and is safer for the fish, fishery 
and angler.

PK3RB7
Tracdown Ghost 
Minnow 3-Pack
The Rebel TD47 Ghost 
Minnow is back and 
better than ever, 
featuring upgraded color 
patterns and equipped 
with barbless trebles. 
Available in color patterns 
designed for trout and 
bass, the slow-sinking 
Ghost Minnow is your 
No. 1 choice for fishing 
moving water anywhere in 
the country.
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MULTIPACKS

PK3CC1
Wally Diver Triple Threat
Three Wally Divers walleyes can't resist. No walleye angler 
should ever be without these legendary fish-catchers.

PK4CC3
Big O Super Spot
Classic 4-Pack
Four legendary lures in 
one pack! Two classic Big 
O lures and two of the 
original lipless crankbait, 
the tournament-winning 
Cordell Spot. 

PK3C04-1
Crazy Shad 3-Pack
Sending out a powerful 
distress signal with dual 
blades, the Crazy Shad 
3-pack will take your 
topwater angling to the 
next level.

PK3C85-1
Ripplin Red Fin 3-Pack
Whether you use them as a 
wake bait or crank them a 
few feet below the surface, 
the undulating sides of the 
Ripplin Red fin will always 
cause a stir. 

PK3CC2
Big O Triple Threat
Leaderboards don’t lie. The Big-O is a bass pro’s favorite because it repeatedly 
scores in the strike zone. 

PK3C77-1
Big O

PK3CD5-1
Wally Diver
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PK3LDY1
Perch Talker 3-Pack

• Beads and disk provide flash, sound and water 
displacement for maximum fish attraction

• Dropper chain separates hook From lure to catch 
more fish in neutral or negative moods

• A variety of proven fish catching color combinations

PK3LDY2

PK3ARB2
Arbogast Triple 
Threat
Three legendary 
topwaters in the best 
size and color patterns! 
These lures have been 
getting the job done for 
more than 50 years.

PK3ARB3
Triple Threat 3-Pack
Three classic Arbogast 
topwater lures with the 
latest high-tech color 
patterns in one pack. 
Two Hula Poppers and 
one Jitterbug cover 
the bases for top-notch 
topwater fishing.

PK3HD2
Heddon Triple 
Threat
Hit 'em with a 
Torpedo! Two Tiny 
Torpedoes and a Baby 
Torpedo in the best 
color patterns mean 
more fish in the boat.

PK3BOMB1
Bomber Triple Threat
If you had to pick one 
crankbait to fish in all 
conditions, it ought to be a 
Bomber 4A. Three fantastic 
crankbaits in the most 
effective color patterns.

PK3MODA-1
Model A 
 Cover the water column 
from 2 feet down to 8 feet.
 Multipack includes BO2A, 
BO4A and BO6A. in 
three of the most popular 
patterns among angelers 
and bass. 
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